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WAR ON PRAIRIE DOGS TO BE CON

TINUED IN 1910

Missoula August Governments

work in poisoning prairie dogs on in

fested stock ranges in the National Forest

district has had results this year which

forest officers have decided warrant its
contiuance in 1910 For two years sys-

tematic efforts upon an extensive scale

have been made by the Forest Service

in cooperation with the stockmen to rid
the National Forest ranges in Arizona
Colorado and New Mexico of these pests
but this work was not undertaken in the
Northwest until the spring of 1909

Eastern Montana and the Dakotas seem
to be the worst infested portion of this
district The national forest areas of

these regions are comparatively small but
in some istances the colonies or towns of
these animals cover an area of several
hundred acres and the native forage
plants have been greatly injured while
some range areas outside the forests have
been practically devastated-

In the spring of the present year small
allotments of funds were made to the
supervisors of the Custer and Sioux Na
tional Forests for the purpose of starting
this work The funds were for the most
part expended in purchasing strychnine
and other drugs used in preparing grain
for bait while the grain was furnished by
the settlers

The poisoned grain usually wheat was
distributed at the holes throughout the

towns both by forest officers and by
forest users More time was consumed in
perfecting the plan of cooperation than
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had been anticipated and much of the bait
was put out too late to obtain the best
results though several large dog towns
were entirely cleaned up Experience has
proven that the grain should be put out
very early in the spring in fact just as
soon as the animals appear from their
winter the best results may
be obtained before green grass becomes
available

THE NAVAL STORES OUTLOOK

The Naval Stores Review of the 28th
says

Turpentine continued its steady up
ward march this week without a single

deterrent influence checking the tendency
toward higher values The net gain for
the week was 1 cents a gallon the ad
vance being from 55 to 5Gls cents with
every seeming prospect of further small
advances in the first days of the coming
week Several buyers were in during
the week including the domestic brokers
and two of the exporters although the
largest exporting interest was not in
cluded among the buyers The domestic
consumers are in many instances reported-
as showing uneasiness on the constantly
advancing market and disincliation to lay
in supplies on the higher basis when they
refrained from doing so earlier at much
lower values The outlook points to a
policy of small purchases on their part
the exercise of a determination to buy
just as they need supplies and take the
chances as to the future course of values
No one apparently in the trade expects
any return to any materially lower range
of values than now prevail The future
of values is seen to be largely dependent-
on two conditions yet to be developed the
fall American consumptive demand for
turps and the available supplies from the
woods The European buyers are apt to
follow the course of consumers on this
side and buy as sparingly as their trade
necessities will permit The American de
man seems to give promise of improve
ment in the coming sixty to ninety days
as the wheels of business generally begin
to hum throughout the length and breadth-
of the land Building activities are de
clared to be on an unprecedented scale
in the larger cities and the general trend
of business is everywhere regarded as fav
orable for the remainder of the year

With the higher values for pure turps
substitutes are apt to again become active
The part they will play as competitors
with the genuine spirits is problematical
Referring to wood distilled spirits turpen
tine a recently issued government report
gives the following figures as to produc
tion and average value per gallon for the
year 1908

State
Florida
Georgia-

N Carolina
Other states

Gallons
138290
227050

61690
78500

Av val gal
0334
033S
0327
0295

Total 505800 0329
There was a decrease in value of wood

distilled turps of thirteen and seven
tenths cents per gallon in comparison with
1907 This led to a great decrease in pro
duction which in 1907 was 654711 gallons
valued at 304800 against 505800 val
ued at 160343 in 1908 With pure spirits
again above 55 cents wood distilled turps
can again be produced and sold at a profit
considerably below the pure article To
what extent the plants can be operated-
for the remainder of the season is yet to
be developed The production in 1907 was
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a little over 13000 casks anti last year
10000 casks The government report says
30 plants were in operation in 1908 and
the indications are that there will be a

considerable growth along this particular
line within the next few years To what
extent substitutes will be made and used
abroad is not known but it has been
quite extensive when pure spirits ranged
at high prices

London has enjoyed quite a speculative
movement in turps this year That mar
ket is quited at 41s 3d for spots today
The receipts of spirits continue to fall
behind last year Factors insist that thi
condition will continue to assert itself
throughout the remaining seven months of
the naval stores year

Rosins continue in almost urgent de-

mand practically without regard to grade

the calls for supplies including the entire
line and leading to a further stimulation-

in values the net results in a compari-

son of todays prices with those of last
Saturday being advances of 10 cents on
WW 20 on WG 15 on M N K 5 on I
G F 10 on E B Waterwliite sales at

7 were made late Friday and that price
was posted as the official quotation at
noon today The crop of rosins shows a
decided decrease which will be keenly
apparent as the official quotation at noon
today The crop of rosins shows a de-

cided decrease which will be keenly ap
parent as to commons in all likelihood if
the scrape proves as small as is now pre-

dicted It would not be surprising if
scrape conditions are as claimed by fac
tors to see substantial advances on low
grades within the next sixty days Pales
may continue to fluctuate on this market-
as a result of the selling in lines but
so far as consumers are concerned they
doubtless have a definite fixed value on

high basis commensurate with the
smallness of the crop and the limited sup
plies to meet the demand until the next
crop shows itself Altogether rosins may-
be said to occupy a continuously strong
position The conditions as to rosins
abroad are well shown in the following
report from the Paper Makers Monthly
Journal of London Eng of Aug 16
This market has been steadier during the

past month with advances in values for
most qualities and business is more active
in the various grades prices tending up-

wards Common Strained has been in bet
ter request and with stocks considerably
reduced on this side quotations have ad
vanced again the demand in America is
reported as good and that the market
shows only signs of continued maintenance-
of satisfactory values shipments and ar
rivals of this quality of rosin have lately
been but light and consumers holdings
are becoming gradually reduced Paper
makers sorts have also advanced and
there is a general demand for these rosins
both from the consumers as well as from
dealers and nexporters American reports-
on these low grades show that they are
in request right along and bring better
values than for some little time past and
on this side stocks remain quite moderate
without shipments and arrivals being ex-

cessive there appears to be but little
chance of any setback in values for these
rosins until the period of production of
same which means during the late fall of
the year Soapmakers fine and medium
rosins fully maintain the late advances
and owing to the reduction of the crop in
America through bad weather conditions
as well as to time shortage in the cut of
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KEEP TIME-
on your men

with a good watch and see how
your production of turpentine will
increase

When you desire a timekeeper
that is always on the job buy a
watch form us

We have them from 1050 up
in the hundreds each watch is the
best in its class and will give good
and faithful service

R J RILES CO
Jacksonville Fla

young trees higher values for the three
grades are justifiable when taking into

consideration the comparatively insignifi
cant receipts so far during this season
both in America as well as in Europe gen-

erally The period for production of fine
rosins for the present season 190910 has
now passed and until the spring of the
next year the receipts can only be insig
nificant there being actual scarcity of

at the stills in the United States
French rosins remain firm and there is a
fair business passing in fine and medium
qualities the crop of fine sorts is also
reported to be very short this year owing-
to very bad weather in the turpentine
belt in that country Spanish rosins are
strong in tone with more money being
asked for all grades especially for the
fine top quality which this country pro
duces moldings in store here are quite
moderate

VALENCIAS TURNING GREEN
There is much complaint of the fruit

turning green in some of the interior
and the growers and shippers are

very anxious to move this kind of stock
as soon as possible making a little lower
prices on that account says the California
Fruit Grower Asked why Valencias
should turn green after once being fully
colored a shipper says it is caused by
frost That does not seem to explain it
wholly however for some Valencias turn
every year even there has been no
frost and no other variety does this even
when there has been much frost

This tendency to turn green late in the
season is the one feature that does more
than all else to keep all the growers from
holding their fruit for the late markets
and high prices though of course if all
could hold there would be no high prices
at the windup it beinig the scarcity of
oranges at that time that makes them
bring such
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